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When being redundant is a plus
Backup media players help operators keep their digital menu boards always on

All connected
NEC is a leading designer and provider of such equipment as:
• Commercial- and professional-grade large-screen LCD displays
• Desktop LCD monitors
• Direct view LED displays
• Integrated display solutions.
The new P series and V series displays possess multiple features that help operators keep
their screens on.
According to the company, the displays have an integrated media player that enables users
to load content via USB or over the Ethernet connection, which the operators can use
for simple signage integration. The P and V series have compatibility with Intel OPS, or open
pluggable specification.
The secondary media player, called Raspberry Pi NEC Edition, can be inserted into the back of
the monitor when the primary media player stops working in a digital display solution. The
low-cost Raspberry Pi is a 16 GB compute module with an internal connection for:
• Power
• Video
• Audio
• USB
• Ethernet.

Digital signage can enable restaurant operators to engage with customers, keep people
in the stores longer and generally boost sales — but only if the screens are on. While the
graphics and the ability to update menu items can be impressive, a digital menu board that
displays nothing can drive away hungry patrons. Dark screens signal the place is only barely
open for business or that the establishment is somehow lacking.
That’s an image operators would like to avoid, so they make certain the screens are
always able to display important messaging. One way to do this is to employ redundant
media players or backup modules loaded with content that displays on the screens.
“When there is a failure, it’s not the monitor; it’s going to be the media player,” says Jason
Shelton, national account manager, vertical sales-QSR/Retail, for NEC Display Solutions of
America, Inc. “A redundant media player is a good way to make sure you don’t have dark
screens.”

“We have a slot in our monitors, so you slide that media player into the monitor,” Shelton
explains. “By connecting the media player directly into the monitor, you are removing the
points of failure, which are the external power supply and cabling.”

User friendly
Another important feature of NEC’s P and V series, Shelton says, is that the monitors are
field serviceable. “You don’t have to take the monitor off the wall to service the media
player,” he says. “Their accessibility is from the bottom. If the media player fails, you tilt the
monitor forward and insert a new one.” NEC has a video on its website instructing the user in
how to install the Raspberry Pi module.
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The screens in the P and V series also have features such as slim design and an anti-glare
surface that allows customers to read the screens even in bright, ambient light conditions.
Industrial grade components such as robust metal framework and back cover to protect the
units make the monitors suitable for public spaces. Even though the monitors are turned on
for many hours each day, there is still energy savings, as the backlight technology reduces
power consumption.

Customer perception
Redundant media players can give operators 24/7 reliability in their digital media solutions,
and having a backup media player in the monitor can eliminate sources of failure for the
operator.
NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc., a leading designer and provider of innovative displays, offers the
widest range of products on the market, such as commercial- and professional-grade large-screen LCD

Still more redundancy

displays, desktop LCD monitors, direct view LED displays, a diverse line of multimedia and digital cinema
projectors, and integrated display solutions. Benefitting from the technologies of NEC Corporation and

As an additional form of redundancy, with the P and V series the operator can load the
content files over the network the same way a PC user might send files to someone on a
secure shared files account.

its own Research and Development, NEC produces leading-edge visual technology and customer-focused
solutions for a wide variety of markets, including education, retail, transportation, broadcast, enterprise,
healthcare, houses of worship, and many more. NEC is orchestrating a brighter world with the quality and
reliability of its products and outstanding customer service.
For additional information about NEC Display Solutions of America products, call (866) NEC-MORE, or visit
the website at www.necdisplay.com. Follow us on our social media channels: Facebook, YouTube, Google+,
Twitter and LinkedIn.
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